THREE HARBORS COUNCIL, BSA

**SPORTING CLAYS**

**CLASSIC**

**SUPPORT THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA**

**SEPTEMBER 18, 2020 | WERN VALLEY SPORTSMEN’S CLUB**

**SPORTING CLAYS EVENT DAY SCHEDULE**

- 12:00 P.M. | Registration
- 1:00 P.M. | Box Lunch Served
- 1:30 P.M. | Shotgun Start
- 3:30 P.M. | Post-Shoot Reception
- 4:00 P.M. | Awards Ceremony

**SPORTING CLAYS EVENT DETAILS**

- Sporting Clays course of 70 targets for each shooter
- Targets are released from a combination of automated traps on varied station designs
- Each team will shoot a 50-bird flurry, or “cluster flush”, that is never the same
- The clays change angle, trajectory & target type
- Please note: No shotgun rentals will be available

**SPONSORSHIP LEVELS ON REVERSE SIDE**

Proceeds of this event benefit Scouting in Kenosha, Milwaukee and Racine Counties

**SCOUTING DELIVERS:**

- **18,563** YOUTH MEMBERS
- **3,317** SCOUTS ATTENDED CAMP
- **5,934** MERIT BADGES Earned
- **101,021** POUNDS of food collected
- **3,737** RANK ADVANCEMENTS
- **118** EAGLE SCOUT AWARDS

**19,886** HOURS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE

**EVENT CONTACT:**

LEAH.RIFE@SCOUTING.ORG | 414-443-2872

THREEHARBORSCOUNCIL.ORG/CLAYS
SEPTEMBER 18, 2020 | WERN VALLEY SPORTSMEN’S CLUB

PARTICIPANT SPONSORSHIP LEVELS:

☐ TOURNAMENT SPONSOR | $5,000
  • Three teams of four for sporting clays/flurry and long bird with lunch
  • Ammunition provided
  • Company recognition during program and all event materials as tournament sponsor
  • Company Logo displayed on all course signage

☐ LIFE SPONSOR | $2,500
  • Two teams of four for sporting clays/flurry and long bird with lunch
  • Ammunition provided
  • Special recognition during program, logo on all event materials
  • Company Logo displayed on all course signage

☐ STAR SPONSOR | $1,500
  • Team of four of sporting clays/flurry and long bird with lunch
  • Company Logo on sporting clays station

☐ FIRST CLASS SPONSOR | $1,000
  • Two shooters for sporting clays/flurry and long bird with lunch
  • Company recognition in event program
  • Company Logo on sporting clays station

☐ TENDERFOOT SPONSOR | $400
  • One shooter for sporting clays/flurry and long bird with lunch

UNDERWRITING SPONSORSHIP LEVELS:

☐ RECEPTION SPONSOR | $1,500
  • One shooter for sporting clays & flurry and lunch/reception

☐ GUN SPONSOR | $750
  • Sponsorship of gun used in prize drawing, company signage in clubhouse & on course

☐ FLURRY SPONSOR | $500
  • Display of company signage at flurry range

☐ STATION SPONSOR | $250
  • Display of company signage at one sporting clays station

*Underwriting sponsorships are first come first serve for lunch, gun, ammo and flurry sponsors.
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